Beloved I Am, I call upon Beloved El Morya to share with me some words of advice that can be
shared with others of like mind, and whom are awaiting greater awareness to take the next steps toward
their days of Greater Initiations to Serve Humanity, The Earth, The Elementals, Devas and Angelic
Host Kingdoms. Bless You Dear Heart!
Beloveds, I Am El Morya, Chohan of the 1st Ray of Empowerment, Will-to-good, individuality,
vitality, singleness of purpose and clear vision. This First Ray is primarily concerned with owning your
personal power, and aligning your will with the Divine Will of God. This First Ray, along with the
second ray of Love/Wisdom and the Third Ray of Divine Intelligence, also called the threefold flame
of Power, Love and Wisdom, imbues all the rays with aspects of their Divine qualities, so you are all
working with these ray qualities to some degree. Many people still choosing the victim/persecutor
consciousness are integrating the qualities to this First Ray, and the vibrant energy associated with this
Ray, which requires you to detach yourself from control and domination issues, and become the
empowered “warrior” of Divine Will. In so doing, you will truly understand what it is to wield power,
rather than submit to it.
The first magical image associated with this Ray is one of a mighty warrior on his chariot, armed and
crowned, going forth to war, his strong right arm protecting his people and ensuring that justice shall be
served. The warrior knows when it is time to utilize positive anger; ensuring respect and wisdom through
the correct use of Will and Power, Love and Wisdom. Although this dynamic right action may
occasionally appear as “confrontational”, there are times when “waiting for things to happen”, are
inappropriate methods of conflict resolution, and hence many socio-political Souls operate primarily
from within the emanations of the First May department. The second magical image associated with the
first ray is that of a hermaphrodite. The energy associated with this image is about bringing into balance
the Divine masculine and feminine energies, combining power with Love, and bringing a deeper level of
integration and equilibrium.
Beloved ones, those who know me will know my philosophy is this—life is not worth living when it
is lived, even for a moment, outside of the Will of God. It is this awareness that gave to Mary the Mother
the intensity of her concentration to bring forth the Christ, because it was ordained, because it was the
will of God. This is reason enough for those who have risen above the mists of self-indulgence to perceive
the crystal clarity of a cosmos, a cosmos all aligned with the Will that is the Supreme Love of the Creator
in the creation.
From a complete mechanical standpoint, your radio programs are conducted only as far as the beam
of the local station can carry the vibrations, dependent upon the force field which is the power behind
the beam. The same Natural Law controls the direction of Spiritual Energies, Blessings and the Powers
from the Octaves that are above the Earth plane.
If it were possible for Us to Direct and Expand Our Energies in an unlimited degree through the
atmosphere of Earth, without the cooperation and assistance of mankind to be benefited, We would long
since have transferred the Ascended Masters' Octave to and through the Earth, and have done away with
all the tedious business! However, the Natural Law allows Us to Bless the Sphere below Our Own
through the Energies of those who are presently a part of that Sphere. The statement that "God needs a
body" is a Spiritual Truth; even the coming of the Christed Ones have been affected through a natural
body, incarnated, in every Spiritual Cycle.

As I have explained in previous communications with others, We are only allowed a certain amount
of Energy in a given Cycle of Time to Invest in the Evolution of the Human Race. Whatever contributory
Energies We can receive from among the Race to add to that store, is just that much more Capital with
which We May Work. The Great Impersonal Cosmic Law demands a Balance for the Investment of
Spiritual Energies in the Soul growth of those throughout mankind whom We are endeavouring to reach
through a specific endeavour to Serve. If We show such a balance, almost without question, the Law
gives to Us Additional Energies to further Our/Your Causes.
You will see then, as We draw Together a few chosen Life Streams to become a Spiritual Force Field
through which the Radiation of the Masters may Bless the Entire Race, so that the Greater the Power
Focused through that Force Field, the more far-reaching are the results in the Transmutation of the
thought and feeling centres of mankind. Those Energies which you draw forth through Directed
Thought, Affirmation or Decree, through songs or contemplations or aspirations, become the
Conductors through which the Masters Address reaches into the Consciousness of the people and
through which the Masters’ Radiation Blesses the Inner Bodies as well. These that have been drawn forth
through and into the Elemental Grace Alliance that has now attained certain levels of Master
Sponsorship, Investments, Dispensations and now Grants for greater Authoritative Instructions to be
engaged and acted upon.
So, I wish to remind you however, that there is a specific moment when the climax or apex of the
preparations are completed, the Master Stands Ready, and that is the moment to allow His Presence
precedence. You will feel it as you Attune yourself to the Preparatory Work so do not let it pass you by,
for it is neither courtesy to Them nor efficacious to the Work Itself. Build to your climax, turning the
Energies and Attention toward any coming Presentations, (any reading or Discourse or sharing of the
Masters' Addresses) so that the mental and feeling energies of the Disciples are ready in waiting for the
moment He is ready to Step into the Created Aura to Energize it with His Love.
We are no longer dealing with the Spiritual amateurs that seek amusement or satisfaction of the
cravings of the mental or emotional worlds. We are dealing with Life Streams who are willing to become
Bridge Builders through the Investment of Their Own Energies in the preparation of the Auras through
which the Masters can influence and affect the greatest number of people. This can and should be
explained to each Disciple and they should happily and joyously desire to contribute their Individual
Energies in such preparation for His Own coming alongside the Masters as Their Sponsors.
We can linger no longer in the personal self. We have to Now go forth to Build a World in which
PERFECTION shall be apportioned to every man, woman and child! The Spiritual Sound of the Fire
of My Heart Will Inspire those of you who wish to Join with Me in this Mighty Service. To those who
choose to remain I say, "You will cross on the Bridge that shall We Build, one day, in safety, in a great
deal more comfort and in a great deal more Peace. I cannot Force you to be among those who are the
Builders of the Bridge, whose very bodies are sacrificed to the tasks, whose consciousness is opened to
the almost super-human release from Our, The Master Sponsor Octaves.
There is blood and sweat and tears in the Service of those who choose to respond to the "Call" of the
Spiritual Cause! For those who choose to wait, there will be a beautiful White Bridge made up of the
Electronic White Fire Light of those Life Streams who have lived and died in Service, and it will be soft
to your feet, It will be safe to your worries and concerns and the raging torrent beneath will have no
danger for you! Someone who had gone before, will have stood to his/her neck in that water, and perhaps
been washed away in the raging flow of its turbulence and chaos. These are the men and women who are
the Builders of this New Golden Age of Cosmic Consciousness. Those of you who are ready have been

given My Individual and Collective Counsel and Opportunity — benefit yourselves of It, if you choose.
Either way, We carry on with or without you!
Beloved Ones, having delivered Myself along with My Message, may I assure you I also have
developed, which was an essential ingredient of My Own Release, a sweeter side! I have spoken officially
here, and now I speak to you as a Friend — I Love You! I Love You enough to Stand before the Mighty
Maha Chohan and implore Him to give Me the Opportunity to Contact a few of you, and to prove that
there are incarnate Life Streams who can believe in Intelligences who have no way and means of reaching
the Outer Consciousness through the Veil, except through such an instrument as He/She would allow
within themselves through Self Appointment, dedication and Commitment with Honour, Hope, Trust
and Faith alone! I have pledged My Life, a Great Store of My Personal Individualized Energies harnessed
reluctantly for I Am a Free Born Man in My Own Right, and I have written countless words harnessing
the Energies of My World to coax you to understand that which is before you!- The Call is given. We
await your Answer and Your responses! Thank You!
I Am EL MORYA

